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Free verse:  
A poetry of organic rhythms, of deliberate irregularity, improvisatory delight. Free verse is a form of 
nonmetrical writing that takes pleasure in a various and emergent verbal music. “As regarding rhythm,” Ezra 
Pound (/poetsorg/poet/ezra-pound) writes in “A Retrospect” (1918): “to compose in the sequence of the 
musical phrase, not in sequence of a metronome.” Free verse is often inspired by the cadence—the natural 
rhythm, the inner tune—of spoken language. It possesses visual form and uses the graphic line to 
differentiate itself from prose. “The words are more poised than in prose,” Louis MacNeice 
(/poetsorg/poet/louis-macneice) states in Modern Poetry (1938); “they are not only, like the words in typical 
prose, contributory to the total effect, but are to be attended to, in passing, for their own sake.” The dream of 
free verse: an originary verbal music for every poem. Jorge Luis Borges (/poetsorg/poet/jorge-luis-borges) 
explains: “Beyond its rhythm, the typographical appearance of free verse informs the reader that what lies in 
store for him is not information or reasoning but emotion.” 
  
The term free verse is a literal translation of vers libre, which was employed by French symbolist 
(/poetsorg/text/brief-guide- symbolists) poets seeking freedom from the strictures of the alex- andrine. It has 
antecedents in medieval alliterative verse, in highly rhythmic and rhymed prose, in Milton 
(/poetsorg/poet/john-milton)’s liberated blank-verse lines and verse paragraphs. But the greatest antecedent 
is the King James versions of the Psalms and the Song of Songs, based in part on the original Hebrew 
cadences. The rhetorical parallelism and expansive repetitions of the Hebrew Bible inspired Christopher 
Smart (/poetsorg/poet/christopher- smart), who created his own canticles of praise in Jubilate Agno (1759–
1763); William Blake (/poetsorg/poet/william-blake), whose long-lined visionary poems have the power of 
prophetic utterance; and Walt Whitman, the progenitor of American free verse, who hungered for a line large 
enough to express the totality of life: 
 

My voice goes after what my eyes cannot reach, 
With the twirl of my tongue I encompass worlds and volumes of worlds. 

Speech is the twin of my vision, it is unequal to measure itself... 
 
Whitman (/poetsorg/poet/walt-whitman)’s rhythms directly influenced Gerard Manley Hopkins 
(/poetsorg/poet/gerard-manley- hopkins)’s long-lined metrical experiments and William Carlos Williams 
(/poetsorg/poet/william-carlos-williams)’s exercises in a new measure, the three-ply line and the variable foot. 
They are an influence, mostly repressed, on T. S. Eliot (/poetsorg/poet/t-s-eliot), who initiated modern poetry 
(/poetsorg/text/brief-guide- modernism) with the iambic-based free-verse rhythms of “The Love Song of J. 
Alfred Prufrock (/poetsorg/poem/love-song-j- 
alfred-prufrock)” (1920), and Ezra Pound, whose poem “The Return (/poetsorg/poem/return-1)” (1912) W. B. 
Yeats (/poetsorg/poet/w-b- yeats) praised as the “most beautiful poem that has been written in the free form, 
one of the few in which I find real organic rhythms.” Some of Whitman’s international progeny: Apollinaire 
(/poetsorg/poet/guillaume-apollinaire) (France), Pessoa (/poetsorg/poet/fernando-pessoa) (Portugal), Lorca 
(/poetsorg/poet/federico-garc%C3%ADa-lorca) (Spain), Vallejo (/poetsorg/poet/c%C3%A9sar-vallejo) (Peru), 
Neruda (/poetsorg/poet/pablo-neruda) (Chile), Paz (/poetsorg/poet/octavio- paz) (Mexico), Borges 
(/poetsorg/poet/jorge-luis-borges) (Argentina), Martí (Cuba), Darío (/poetsorg/poet/rub%C3%A9n- 
dar%C3%ADo) (Nicaragua). Whitman leads a long line of visionary poets, such as Hart Crane 
(/poetsorg/poet/hart-crane) and D. H. Lawrence (/poetsorg/poet/d-h-lawrence), Galway Kinnell 
(/poetsorg/poet/galway-kinnell), Gerald Stern (/poetsorg/poet/gerald-stern), and Muriel Rukeyser 
(/poetsorg/poet/muriel-rukeyser). Formally, Whitman is the progenitor of C. K. Williams (/poetsorg/poet/c-k-
williams)’s rangy inclusive cadences and Charles Wright (/poetsorg/poet/charles- wright)’s use of a two-part 
dropped line, a long line with an additional rhythmic (and spatial) thrust. So, too, Whitman stands behind the 
improvisatory free-verse rhythms of such poets as Langston Hughes (/poetsorg/poet/langston-hughes), 
Philip Levine (/poetsorg/poet/philip-levine), and Michael Harper (/poetsorg/poet/michael-s-harper), all 
influenced by jazz, and such New York poets as Frank O’Hara (/poetsorg/poet/frank-ohara), John Ashbery 
(/poetsorg/poet/john-ashbery), and James Schuyler (/poetsorg/poet/james-schuyler), all influenced by 
abstract expressionism. Jazz and action painting are two good American analogues for modern free verse. 
 
“If one thinks of the literal root of the word verse, ‘a line, furrow, turning—vertere, to turn . . . ,’ he will come to 
a sense of ‘free verse’ as that instance of writing in poetry which ‘turns’ upon an occasion intimate with, in 
fact, the issue of its own nature,” Robert Creeley (/poetsorg/poet/robert-creeley) explains in “Notes Apropos 
‘Free Verse’ ” (1966). Free verse also turns in the space of short-lined poems. The short line often gives a 
feeling that something has been taken away, which has proved especially suitable for poems of loss. It can 
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also give the feeling of clearing away the clutter and has thus proved useful for the imagist poems of T. E. 
Hulme (/poetsorg/poet/t-e-hulme), F. S. Flint, and H. D. (/poetsorg/poet/h- d), and the objectivist works of 
George Oppen (/poetsorg/poet/george-oppen), Charles Reznikoff (/poetsorg/poet/charles-reznikoff), and 
Louis Zukofsky (/poetsorg/poet/louis-zukofsky). As the length of the lines varies in free-verse poems, so the 
reader participates in the making of poetic thought. The free-verse poem fits no mold; it has no preexistent 
pattern. The reader supplies the verbal speeds, intonations, emphasis. Or as Frank O’Hara says: “You just 
go on your nerve.” 
 
Couplet: 
 
The couplet, two successive lines of poetry, usually rhymed (aa), has been an elemental stanzaic unit—a couple, a 
pairing—as long as there has been written rhyming poetry in English. It can stand as an epigrammatic poem on its 
own, a weapon for aphoristic wit, as in Pope (/poetsorg/poet/alexander-pope)’s “Epigram Engraved on the Collar of 
a Dog which I gave to his Royal Highness” (1734): 
 

I am his Highness’ Dog at Kew; 
Pray tell me Sir, whose Dog are you? 

 
The couplet also serves as an organizing pattern in long poems (Shakespeare (/poetsorg/poet/william-
shakespeare)’s “Venus and Adonis,” 1592–1593; Marlowe (/poetsorg/poet/christopher- marlowe)’s “Hero and 
Leander,” 1593) or part of a larger stanzaic unit. It stands as the pithy conclusion to the ottava rima stanza 
(abababcc), the rhyme royal stanza (ababbcc), and the Shakespearean sonnet (/poetsorg/text/sonnet-poetic-form) 
(ababcdcdefefgg). 
  
Acrostic: Poetic Form 
 
The rhyming iambic pentameter or five-stress couplet—later known as the heroic couplet—was introduced into 
English by Chaucer (/poetsorg/poet/geoffrey-chaucer) in “The Prologue to the Legend of Good Women” (1386), in 
imitation of French meter, and (/poetsorg/text/ars-poetica-poetic-employed for most of The Canterbury Tales (ca. 
1387–1400). It has sometimes been nicknamed riding rhyme, probably because the pilgrims reeled them off while 
they were riding to Canterbury. It was taken up and used with great flexibility by the Tudor and Jacobean poets and 
dramatists. Nicholas Grimald’s pioneering experiments with the heroic couplet should be better known (Tottel’s 
Miscellany, 1557). Christopher Marlowe employed the heroic couplet for his daring translation of Ovid’s Amores (16 
B.C.E.), which he called Ovid’s Elegies (1594–1595). The mighty two- liner was also used by William Shakespeare, 
George Chapman, and John Donne (/poetsorg/poet/john-donne), and then stamped as a neoclassical form by John 
Dryden (/poetsorg/poet/john-dryden), Alexander Pope, and Samuel Johnson, who wrote: 
 

Let Observation with extensive View 
Survey Mankind, from China to Peru . . . 

 
This closed form of the couplet is well suited to express aphoristic wit. 
 
The octosyllabic or four-stress couplet, probably based on a common Latin meter, became a staple of English 
medieval verse (such as The Lay of Havelok the Dane, ca. 1280–1290), then was virtually reinvented by Samuel 
Butler in his mock-heroic satire Hudibras (1663–1680), whose couplets became known as Hudibrastics, and raised 
to a higher power by Milton (/poetsorg/poet/john-milton) (“L’Allegro” and “II Penseroso,” both 1645), Marvell (“To His 
Coy Mistress,” ca. 1650s), and Coleridge (/poetsorg/poet/samuel-taylor-coleridge) (“Christabel,” 1797–1800). 
 
We call a couplet closed when the sense and syntax come to a conclusion or strong pause at the end of the second 
line, thus giving a feeling of self-containment and enclosure, as in the first lines of “To His Coy Mistress”: 
 

Had we but world enough, and time, This coyness, Lady, were no crime. 
 
We call a couplet open when the sense carries forward past the second line into the next line or lines, as in the 
beginning of Keats (/poetsorg/poet/john-keats)’s Endymion (1818): 
 

A thing of beauty is a joy for ever: Its loveliness increases; it will never 
Pass into nothingness, but still will keep A bower quiet for us, and a sleep 

 
Full of sweet dreams . . . 

  
 
Ben Jonson (/poetsorg/poet/ben-jonson) told William Drummond that he deemed couplets “the bravest Sort of 
Verses, especially when they are broken.” All two-line stanzas in English carry the vestigial memory of closed or 
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open couplets. 
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